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ABSTRAK

Text on newspaper has semantic relation between an element in the text and some other element that is crucial to the interpretation of it. The name of the semantic relation is Cohesion. This study is intended to find cohesive devices in people at peace with life transition of the Jakarta post newspaper in April 2009, which involves in a text than connect them to find whether a text has cohesiveness or not. In collecting the data, the writer browsing and choosing an article from people page of Jakarta Post newspaper. Next, the writer classified the sentences and utterance containing grammatical cohesive devices and then explained their relation in the text. In analysis the data, the writer read, identified, classified and interpreted. The data analysis result shows that grammatical cohesive devices found in the people page at peace with life transition of the Jakarta Post Newspaper in April 2009 are reference (67 ties or 77.01%), and conjunction (20 ties or 22.99%). Reference is dominant in this article because many of personal pronoun that founded. It can be concluded that in people page at peace with life transition of the Jakarta Post Newspaper in April 2009, the relation that occurred by reference. The function of reference and conjunction found here create cohesion in the text and also create the meaning in the text.
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